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Two commercial manganese-copper based alloys, S0N0ST0N and INC3AMUTE, were evaluated
for their ability to maintain optimum damping capacity with time when stored at room
temperature and 100°C, which represents a temperature range within which marine equipment
commonly operate. Damping measurements were obtained using the modified resonant dwell
technique. Significant degradation occurs within 12 days in both alloys when stored at
room temperature or 100°C, although SONOSTCN stored at 100°C exhibited stable damping in
the active strain range. Recovery creatments at 125°C indicated that a recovery mecnanism
was operative in INCRAMUTE, Dut absent in S0N0ST0N. In fact a 125°C recovery treatment
actually appeared to degrade damping in the active strain range in 50N0ST0N. X-ray
diffraction results indicated that the changing damping characteristics were unrelated to
lattice changes detectable by that technique. Transmission electron microscopy revealed an
unique contour "jumping" phenomena with electron beam heating, which is hypothesized to
indicate a sensitive elastic transformation, with a low strain threshold, of the tweed
microstructure. In addition, although not quantitatively evaluated, a modulus
dicontinuity with time was observed upon initially vibrating cantilevers beam specimens,
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. GENERAL
It is common knowledge that all materials, metallic or otherwise, exhibit an ability to
dampen propagating sound or any other form of applied force. However, certain alloys
exhibit significantly higher inherent damping than others. Typically, these "quiet metal"
alloys can be optimally heat treated to provide an even higher level of damping capacity.
Unfortunately, in certain of these alloys, there is evidence that at ordinary storage or
operating temperatures a metal component heat treated for a high damping capacity may
experience a degradation in this capacity with time. This degradation of a alloy's damping
capacity is of considerable interest since the development of high damping alloys would
benefit the Navy by:
- reducing the low frequency acoustic emissions of both surface and
submerged naval vessels, thus providing a tactical advantage;
- improving fatigue life, and thus service life, of equipment and
machinery;
- reducing the hearing loss hazard to operating crews which occurs
due to the ambient background noise common in machinery compartments.
Since damping degradation appears to be an aging phenomenon considerable attention
has been directed at microstructural changes. In the high damping Mn-Cu alloys two
characteristic microstructures, microtwins and tweed, have received considerable
attention. It has been established for some time that the twinned sort of microstructure
provides a potent damping mechanism. However the capability of the tweed type
microstructure Is not completely characterized, and its damping mechanism is unknown.
B. DAMPING THEORY
Damping has a stress dependence CRef. I:p.l293. The general vibrational differential
equation is,
my H + cy' + ky = F (eqn 1.1)
where:
m = mass
c = viscous damping coefficent
k = spring constant
F = a time dependent forcing function
y = displacement (y' and y" are derivatives)




£ = a damping factor which varies between and 1
(no damping = 0)
(,)
n = the natural angular frequency of oscillation
the steady state solution to Equation 1.1 is CRef.l:p. 130]:
y = y ci«m - <f>) . F c i<ot /[(k _ mw2) + i(oc j (eqn 1>3)
where:
(p = the phase angle between the displacement response
and the inputted excitation of the forcing function,
y = the displacement response,
Y = the displacement amplitude
FeiWt = the forcing function
w = the excitation frequency
A material's damping capability can be described by several interrelated relationships.
They are:
a. The frequency relationship - the difference between the frequencies of
the haif power points on both sides of the resonant frequency. This difference
is normalized by dividing it by the resonant frequency [Ref. 2:p. 40].
b. The quality factor (Q) - the Inverse of the frequency relationship [Ref l:p.l37D:
Q = w
n
/(w2 - Wj) (eqn. 1.4)
c. Internal friction - (Q" 1 ), the inverse of Equation 1.4 [Ref. 2:p.41 ].
d. The specific damping capacity (SDC) - used empirically for a freely decaying
oscillating system, i.e. a system without a forcing function. This relationship
describes the decrease in the squares of adjacent stress amplitude peaks
normalized by the square of the first amplitude [Ref 3:p.444]:
SDC = (ai+1
2
- a^J/aj2 (eqn. 1.5)
SDC can also be defined as a ratio of the energy loss per cycle to the peak potential
energy CRef.4:p.70]. Equation 1.5 can be approximated, if the difference
of the amplitudes are small, by CRef. 3:p.444]:
SDC = 2(a i+1 - a [)/a l (eqn. 1.6)
There is also a relationship between the SDC and the normalized bandwidth of
Equation 1.4, the quality factor, provided the damping factor << 0.5, CRef.5:p.320]:
SDC(%)= 200 k Q" 1 (eqn. 1.7)
e. Phase angle u or loss angle %. The phase angle Is the angle by which the strain
lags behind the stress while under cyclic loading CRef.3:p.445]:
tan a = 6 / k = Q* 1 = 2£ (eqn. 1.8)
It can also be defined as the loss angle such that CRef l:p.l37]:
a =tan y= EVE r (eqn. 1.9)
where:
E 1 = dissipation modulus
E r = real elastic modulus
tan c = loss tangent
f. The damping factor - as described In Equation 1.2 can also be used to describe
damping.
g. The logarithmic decrement ( 5) - for cyclic exponential free decay [Ref.l:p.l38D:
5 = ln(a
A
/a1+1 ) = (l/n)ln(a /an ) (eqn. 1.10)
h. The amplitude dependence of the damping capacity in free decay for alloys aged




where: K = constant
A = strain amplitude
n = constant, dependent on
the axial ratio
Equation 1.11 gives a linear log-log plot up to some limiting value of strain
which depends upon alloy composition and heat treatment[Ref.6].
C. MACROSTRUCTURAL VIBRATION TECHNIQUES
Cu-Mn alloys, especially with a Mn content greater than 60%, have been widely studied
using the Ke torsion pendulum device. The best description of this device's operation can
be found in reference 4. Flexural free decay [Ref. 5] and longitudinal stress wave
propagation along a rod [Ref.7] have also been used to determine damping in these alloys.
The research described in this paper was performed using the resonant dwell method,
which utilizes an electromagnetic shaker to drive a cantilever specimen. Usually an optical
microscope is mounted near the undamped end of the cantilever to measure the free end's
vertical displacement. This apparatus was modified by Professor Y.S. Shin by replacing the
optical microscope with acelerometers mounted on the cantilever tip and the clamped end
(called the root). The signals from these acelerometers are compared and processed by a
spectrum analyzer to produce the frequency response of the cantilever. This apparatus
describes damping using a forced and continous vibrational input, instead of the free decay
method common in the previously mentioned techniques. This has two advantages:
a. Provides a determination of the strain dependence of the damping
exhibited.
b. Simulates the more realistic conditions of operating machinery
experiencing operational stresses.
It is important to note that the traditional free decay method of testing may generate
different results then the forced input methods discussed above. This is due to the fact
that different damping mechanisms may be activated with these two kinds of testing
systems.
D. METALLURGY OF THE MANGANESE-COPPER ALLOYS
1. Physical Properties
The Manganese-Copper alloy system includes an extensive single-phase FCC gamma
solid phase miscibility of Mn in Cu at temperatures above 700°C CRef.83, as seen in the
phase diagram, Figure 1. Water quenching to room temperature from this FCC solid
solution tends to retain this gamma phase. However, a miscibility gap exists in the
Mn-rich portion of the Mn-Cu phase diagram between approximately 36 and 87 w/o Mn in a
temperature range from 427°C to 600°C (the maximum occurs at 60 w/o Mn)[Ref.9]. This
miscibility gap is sketched on Figure 1. The Neel and M„ temperatures become higher after
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an alloy is conditioned by aging within this region of the phase diagram. Upon quenching to
room temperature after such conditioning (at least for short aging times) a fine strain
and/or compositional modulation (the "tweed") is generated. At longer aging times, a more
distinct transformation to a face-centered tetragonal lattice cell may occur and an
antiferromagnetic ordering is observed in the resulting martensite. The commercial high
damping alloy INCRAMUTE has a composition which proDably falls just outside this
miscibility gap, while SONOSTON is clearly within the region.
2. Damping properties of Mn-Cu alloys
Several different damping mechanisms may operate simultaneously in Cu-Mn allovs.
At low strain, normal relaxation mechanisms predominate; damping is independent of
stress amplitude and varies with temperature and frequency. The damping from these
mechanisms is, in general, insufficent to provide significant reduction in noise or vibration
amplitudes. At high strains, the damping capacity is strain dependent; it is relatively
frequency independent and to some degree temperature dependent. These mechanisms
usually involve extensive generation and movement of dislocations, and strain hardening
and fatigue damage is commonly experienced at these high strain levels.
The well known high damping capacity of certain Mn-Cu-based alloys has been
commonly considered to be due to the presence and frictional activity of microtwins in a
tetragonal martensite CRefs. 6,10,13:pp. 43,137,21043. This mechanism is expected to be
quite strain dependent. Tetragonal microstructures are absent in as-quenched Mn-Cu
alloys with less 50 a/o Mn content CRef.ll:p.l09], so that such compositions do not
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possess a high damping capacity in the as-quenched condition. The highest damping is
found in as-quenched alloys with greater than 82 a/o Mn.
For alloys which do not spontaneously become tetragonal on quenching, aging in the
miscibility gap is required. For alloys conditioned in this way it is observed that the
damping capacity increases with aging time, approaches a maximum value, and then declines
as ageing continues. High damping capacity values are associated with the oresence of a
tetragonal structure, with the actual value or damping dependent on the composition,
degree of lattice distortion (generated via the aging temperature, and the aging time), and
temperature of observation [Rei.6 j. The tetragonal phase is "ferroelastic" i.e., a
reversible orientation of the tstragonai structure occurs easily, suggesting that quencned
Mn rich Mn-Cu alloys should exhibit a shape memory erfect CRef. 12], Alloys with high Mn
content exhibit the greatest tetragonality [Ref.lO:pp. 132-1331.
High damping capacity is thus considered to be manifested via the reversible,
strain induced reorientation of the tetragonal domains due to migration of the microtwin
boundaries CRef.6]. The FCC -> FCT transformation induced by ageing the quenched alloys
results in the formation of variously oriented small regions (microtwins) differing in the
orientation of their tetragonal c-axis, twinned on {1101 to maintain the overall form.
Thus the damping capacity of alloys of less than 82 a/o Mn concentration can be
improved with aging. This is a consequence of the decomposition of the FCC gamma phase
in the miscibility gap. Upon water quenching to room temperature the necessary
tetragonality is created. The effect of aging time on damping is analogous to it's effect
on other mechanical properties, that is, it increases with aging time to a peak then
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decreases with overaging. This decrease with overaging is due to the creation of a high
microtwin density which restricts the necessary boundary mobility.
The FCC -> FCT transformation differs from a normal martensitic transformation
in that at high temperatures the stable cubic structure is continuous with the less
symmetrical tetragonal structure and represents the special case of an axial ratio (c/a) of
unity. Therefore, above the transformation temperature the damping remains low CRef.6],
and the operating or test temperature must be below the Neel temperature for damping to
occur CRefs.6,10],
The a-parameter decreases monotonically with increasing temperature; the
c-parameter increases with increasing temperature, at first slowly and then abruptly near
the transformation temperature [Ref. 123. After the FCT -> FCC transformation, the
a-parameter increases only slightly with temperature [Ref. 123.
The effect of ageing (at 425° ^ °* solution quenched alloys containing 60-90 wt./%
Mn) is:
(1) to produce an overall contraction of the cubic lattice. The a parameter increases
and the c parameter decreases respectively as Mn content increases, i.e., the axial
ratio decreases gradually with Mn content CRef.12]
(2) to progressively reduce the limiting Mn content required in the material to confer
tetragonality at room temperature [Ref. 61.
Cell volume decreases with aging, with no discontinuity at the inception of tetra-
gonality. Therefore, the FCC -> FCT transformation does not produce a change in cell
volume and would not be influenced by the isostatic component of any applied stress
[Ref. 63.
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Tetragonal distortion increases the relative separation of the parallel to
antiparallel magnetic moments between the twins CRef. 13]. This direction of contraction
varies from region to region. Tetragonality and damping capacity begin to rise as the
degree of magnetic order increases. The onset of this magnetic ordering is responsible for
the martensite transformation, and the c/a ratio is a measure of the degree of order.
In the eariy stages of ageing there is an initial reduction in the rigidity modulus,
followed by an increase as teuagonally increases CRef. 61. The transition temperature
and the degree of tetragonal distortion increase as ageing proceeds. Alloys containing
about 90 a/o Mn appear to be highly twinned on (101) planes after quenching from the
jamma-pnase field. Quencned alloys with over 82 at/% Mn are tetragonal at room
temperature. Alloys containing iess chan 82 at/% Mn become tetragonal only when cooled
to lower temperatures (such as at Liq. Nitrogen). [Ref.12]
Ageing also causes a change in the electrical resistivity. The time dependence of
the variation in resistivity (for 70 wt./% Mn alloy) is of the form:
(R






= resistance after time t
^infinity
=
^m^in9 value of resistance
R = initial resistance
t = time of ageing
T = time constant
The proportional change in resistance Rj
nfinity/Ro was the same tnrou9hout the
range 400-475°C. This indicates that the fully developed ordered structure is independent
of temperature in this range CRef. 61.
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Birchon, Bromley and Hedley [Ref. 6] in 1968 suggested that the ageing process
could be presumably controlled by interactions between Mn atoms. The overlap of orbitals
of Mn ions results in a distortion of the lattice (with a critical separation of about 2.642
Angstroms). These interactions are enhanced by short-range diffusion during ageing; this
results in "clustering," or a preference of Mn for certain crystallographic sites. This
interaction depends upon the product of the concentration and the probability that a given
Mn atom will have other Mn atoms as near neighbors. In a random arrangement this
probability also varies with concentration, therefore the total interaction varies as the
square of the concentration. In an ordered arrangement this probability is unity, thus the
total interaction is directly proportional to the concentration. Thus in some compositions
the effect of aging is to produce an ordered structure, the tweed [Ref. 63.
For energy to be dissipated, it may be necessary that the domain boundaries should
be able to move against an impeding mechanism. Various possible means of impediment
include:
(1) interaction with a-Mn precipitate particles
(2) interaction with features of a-Mn particle clusters (such as dislocation
pile-ups, possible local magnetic changes, etc.)
(3) interactions with solute impurities.
Nittono, Satoh, and Koyama suggested in 1981 a mechanism for the tetragonal
transformation in Mn-Cu alloys that parallels a similar transformation in the In-Tl alloys:
The presence of a soft acoustic mode along < 1 10> with a related <1J0> polarized mode
[Ref. 123. The FCC -> FCT transformation results from this lattice mode softening. The
"double shear process" is considered to be a coupling of 2 phonon modes (1 phonon mode = 1
shear movement of atoms). For example:
2 phonons: {g=0C110), e//CliO]) + {g=0[01D, e//C0il]} corresponds to a shear:
(110)CliO]2e + (01i)C0il]2e, where 2e=the shear angle.
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The lattice correspondence between FCT and FCC is represented:
(l,l,l)fcc -> (l+e,l-2e,l+e)fct
The resultant axial ratio is (l-2e)/(l+e), which is less then unity. Neither the main
domains or subdomains are defined in this hypothesis, but the domain interface is given as
a boundary between the two variants which are to be transformed. The shear angle
between 2 adjacent domains decreases continuously and reversibly, with increasing
temperature becoming zero at the transformation temperature.
After ageing a mottled tweed-like structure appears under EM. This has been
interpreted as being due to Mn- or Cu-rich areas formed before the precipitation of the
equilibrium aipha-Mn (abrev.-aM) phase. The tweed structure was noted by Vitek and
Warlimont to coarsen with increasing aging times [Ref.143.
Compositional changes due to aging occur and appear to be caused by:
(1) The formation of Cu rich regions; size=100 Angstroms. This is expected to occur
at low aging temperature or short aging times. These regions are more prevalent
in lower Mn content alloys CRef.133.
(2) The precipitation of a-Mn. This is expected at high aging temperatures or long
aging times. The nucleation of a-Mn should be favorable in the Mn-rich areas
and this should result in a decrease in the Mn concentration of the matrix and the
return to FCC [Ref.133.
The range of aging temperatures which results in FCT at room temperature, the
degree of tetragonality, and the aging temperature of maximum tetragonality, all increase
with Mn content CRef.133. Aging leads to a rapid increase in tetragonality until peak
damping is achieved CRef.103. At this time an a-Mn precipitate becomes visible both at the
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boundaries and inside grains. This results in: (1) removal of an active damping region, (2)
precipitates acting as possible barriers to the growth of other microtwins CRef.103.
There is a considerable increase in hardness prior to aMn precipitation, and
Nittono, et al., CRef. 123 proposed that this occurred because concentration inhomo-
geneities developed before a-Mn formation. They further suggested that an intermediate
decomposition reaction occurs owing to the existence of the metastable miscibility gap in
the 2 phase gamma+alpha An region CRef. 143. They gave the presence of tweed structure
as evidence for the development of this 2 phase region. This structure, even in unannealed
samples, is due to the beginning of phase separation encountered upon quenching the
samples from the gamma-region through the miscibility gap. The coarsening of this
structure is due to the coarsening of the 2 phase structure. The strength of the magnetic
interaction may be a function of the size of the Mn-rich areas, and thus part of the Neel
temperature variation upon annealing may also be due to the coarsening of the 2 phase
structure [Ref. 143. The twin domain size is much larger then the tweed, and thus
neighboring Mn-rich areas must be coupled magnetically, with a common c-axis, when
forming the twin domains.
A variation in tetragonality occurs after 2 hrs. of aging. The aging sequence is
characterized by the sharp appearance of tetragonality and a gradual return to the cubic
form at higher aging temperatures CRef. 133. Similar variation in tetragonality occurs by
isothermal aging, e.g.: 70/30 alloy becomes FCT after 15 min at 425°C, but reverts to FCC
if aged longer then 100 hrs CRef. 13].
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Cold rolling is noted to cause a rapid decrease in the damping capacity [Ref.12].
This is due to the generation of a greater dislocation density, which impedes the mobility
of the microtwin boundaries. Considerable strain hardening occurs during the first cycle of
loading/unloading, then the shape of the unloading curve becomes insensitive to follow-on
applications of stress and a closed hysteresis loop becomes symmetrical about a straight
line equivalent to the mean modulus. Thus for an asymmetrical loading condition, energy
dissipation as stress increases would be dependent upon earlier strain history; however
energy dissipation during unloading is not influenced by prior strain CRef. 63. Stress
effects are exhibited in a typical S-shaped curve, where the SDC increases with stress up
to a maximum value and then levels off or drops off CRefs.6,103.
3. A Discussion of Microtwins and Various Descriptive Models
a. General
Among structural, displacive (diffusionless) phase transformations there are two
distinct classes:
(1) At the unit cell level there is intracellular ("shuffle") displacement of atoms,
with little homogeneous lattice strain. Long range elastic stresses in this case are
considered to be negligible. This intracell displacive transition spreads with the
speed of propagation of the associated soft phonon. The shuffle is a second order
transition with well defined critical values and an appropriate soft mode polarization
is observed CRef. 15]. The shuffling shifts selected atoms within the lattice to form
a static phonon wave. When the intrinsic strain of these phonon waves gets high
enough it causes the lattice distortion, thus the first class is preliminary to the
second.
(2) The second class occurs when there is a significant lattice distorting strain of
the unit cell, and the accompanying intracell shuffle strains are considered
secondary. Lattice distortive transitions are essentially reversible, diffusionless,
characterized by precise parent product habit planes and relative unit cell
orientations, and shape reversible changes CRef. 153. The unit cell distortion which
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accompanies the formation and growth of the new product phase in the parent phase
induces large elastic strains as well as long range dimensional changes CRef.153.
As a result:
(a) The total free energy of the system becomes a function of not only of the
intrinsic free energies of the homogeneous parent and product but of the free
energy of the system's macroscopic heterogeneity as well CRef.153.
(b) In martensites the elastic component of the total free energy is lowered either
by irreversible plastic flow or by the formation of a heterogeneous array of
the product phases in different crystallographic orientations, i.e. parallel twin
bands CRef.153. Within parallel domains (twins) the elastic strain fields of the
domains are oriented counter to each other.
(c) Although macroscopically soft elastic behavior frequently accompanies the
transition, the transition is first order and mode softening never takes place
completely CRef. 153.
(d) Precursor structures, microdomains, frequently precede the transition CRef.153.
b. A Soliton Model
Barsch and Krumhansl in 1984 developed a soliton model to describe che movement
of microtwin boundaries CRef.153. More specifically, the elastic soliton wave solution of
their model described the moving boundary between 2 velocity dependent orthorhombically
deformed variants of the cubic parent phase. This model assumed the usual linear
temperature variation of the soft shear modulus. The strain kink of this soliton moves
with an alternating velocity (+/- v) vector in the C1JL03 direction, however the particles
move parallel to the twin boundaries in the CI 103 direction at the speed of +/- (2)*5e2V
CRef.153. The soliton is a relationship between the singularities among the phonons of
the lattice. In the static limit of v=0, the deformation becomes tetragonal with axes in the
C1003,C0103 directions CRef.153.
For T<T
C , the model predicted an unstable cubic phase. For T<TC , static kink
solutions exist only if the phonon dispersion has upward curvature at small k. This is
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confirmed by neutron scattering experiments. Therefore the model can describe static
domain walls if the phonon dispersion is upward. In summation, this soliton is
perpendicular to the domain wall and, on either side of the domain wall, pushes atoms
along(parallel) the wall in opposite directions. Thus the boundary moves in the direction of
the soliton and the atoms shift back and forth perpendicular to the soliton at the velocity
of the kink.
This model presented several features:
(1) The coherent correspondence was maintained across twin boundaries, because
the distorted lattice allowed the boundary to be "wavy".
(2) No atoms were "lost".
(3) Artifacts thought to be required to form the boundary, such as
"coherency dislocations", became unnecessary.
The limitations of this model are:
(1) The model is only relevant when the strain field energy is an important part of the
total boundary energy.
(2) The model cannot account for the Peierls barrier pertaining to twin boundary motion.
(3) The model cannot account for the balance between the core energy and elastic energy.
These limitations are features of dislocations, i.e. the model doesn't account for
dislocations or barrier friction, and are only presented to provide a more complete view of
the model. Since dislocations are a source of microtwin nucleation, this model may not be
good description of the movement of microtwins at nucleation temperatures.
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c. Microtwins in Mn-Cu
High damping capacity in Mn-Cu alloys has been assumed to be due to the stress
induced movement of the twin domain walls CRef.14], with a Neel temperature (Tn ) greater
than the test temperature (T
t
) being the necessary condition for high SDC. When an elastic
compressive stress is applied, domains with their c-axis most nearly parallel to the axis
of compression will be nucleated, or grow at the expense of domains less favorably
oriented. When the stress is released the domains shrink back anelastically to their
original position CRef.13 3. Ease of microtwin movement, as well as the number of
microtwins per unit volume, was at maximum at the aging treatment corresponding to the
highest damping capacity CRef. 103. The existence of a domain structure, as explained
earlier, only occurs in tetragonal alloys. The magnetic ordering increases with
decreasing temperature and the FCC -> FCT transformation occurs at 125°C CRef.13]. For




the Mn enriched regions
must be continuous CRef.13]. This is because the Mn atoms become antiferromagnetically
ordered at T
n




, high SDC occurs only after




Dislocations act as the nucleation sites for microtwins CRef. 103. The nucleation
of domains at dislocations can be induced under the electron microscope by focusing the
beam and increasing the beam current. The stress fields of adjacent dislocations are
important in this process, and nucleation often occurs at dislocations in a pile-up
CRef. 13 3. The Burgers vector of the dislocations of nucleation must lie in both the slip
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plane and the domain boundary planes. This only occurs when the slip plane and the domain
intersect in a <110> direction, therefore only a/2<110> screw dislocations nucleate
domains CRef. 133. Although they are the site for the nucleation of the damping
microstructure, dislocations themselves in a high enough density hinder damping CRef. 10].
Another site of domain nucleation is at a-Mn precipitate interfaces CRef. 133.
e. Features of Microtwins
A summary of the features of this structure are:
(1) The spin direction in the antiferromagnetic state is parallel to the tetragonal
c-axis.CRef. 143 It is this spin direction and its associated antifer romagnetic
interaction in Mn rich alloys which results in contraction along the
c axis creating tetragonality CRef. 103. As Cu ions have no magnetic spin it is
assumed that it acts to dilute the magnetic structure CRef. 103.
(2) The c-axis changes by approximately 90 degrees across the twin domain boundary
CRef. 143. Thus these twin regions make a 45° angle to the (110) boundary wall
CRef. 10 3. The difference in orientation across a domain boundary is small (1°)
CRef.l33.Domain boundaries usually occur in parallel pairs and when inclined to the
T.E.M. foil surface show a characteristic fringe pattern CRef. 133.
(3) Twin domains can extend across grains CRef.143.
(4) Twin domains were never seen to move in the electron beam.
(5) After relatively long annealing (10 hrs at 500°C, in Mn-Cu) subdomain
formation was observed within the large domains previously formed CRef.143.
(6) Domains are separated by coherent (101) boundaries CRef. 133.
Butler and Kelly suggested that to minimize internal strains the matrix becomes
self-accommodating by splitting up into domains CRef.133. It should also be noted that the
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FCT -> FCC transformation in Mn-rich alloys is correlated with the disappearance of long
range antiferromagnetic ordering [Ref.10].
f. Temperature relationship
As the difference, (T
n -Tt), increases both the magnetic interactions between
domains as well as the density of domain walls increases CRef. 14]. The increase in
antiferromagnetic spin-coupling leads to an increase in the frictional forces of the domain
wall movement; thus there is an increase in SDC CRef.14].
As this difference continues to increase, domain walls increasingly impeded each
other until they are finally pinned. At this point SDC drops off.
As test temperature increases the maximum attainable SDC decreases. This is due





twin wall density decreases and interaction strength
between the walls and the decomposition structure decreases CRef.14].
(2) The continuously coarsening structure will exert an increasingly stronger
friction force upon the wall movement as a function of annealing time CRef.14],
g. Absorption Mechanisms of Microtwins
Absorption of vibrational energy may occur with several possibilities:
(1) If there is a heterogeneous frictional effect on a very small scale between
boundary movement and structure, vibrational energy would be transformed
to heat and the ease of movement would probably depend on the misorientation
across the twin boundary CRef. 10].
(2) It may be possible that the damping is directly associated with the antifer-
romagnetic structure. As the twin boundary moves through the Mn rich zones,
magnetic moment rotation in the magnetic field of the neighboring ions occurs,
which results in energy absorption CRef. 10].
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(3) If it is assumed that the damping capacity is derived from the moving microtwin
boundary, then the energy absorbed will depend on the volume of material
that the moving boundary transverses CRef. 103. This appears to be the most
plausible possibility since considerable microtwin movement occurs under stress
in samples providing high damping capacity.
4. A discussion of the tweed microstructure
Tweed structures often occur in the early stages of precipitation when the parent
phase is cubic and the precipitates are tetragonal. They are of interest since they may
have some relationship to a material's damping. Tweed occurs in many systems and all
involve an alignment of the tetragonal precipitate along the CI 103 directions of the cubic
parent phase as well as the presence of shear strains cf < 110>, {110} type. It is believed
that tweed arises from a natural tendency to minimize the elastic energy of the precipitate
distribution [Ref. 16]. This occurs in many alloys that undergo a disclacive phase
transition upon cooling. These two points distinquish tweed from spinodal decomposition
since the latter usually has an alignment along the C100] directions and is the product of a
short range reconstructive (diffusional) phase transformation. The image contrast of the
tweed and the associated diffuse diffraction streaks are due to transverse lattice
distortions of the [1103 shear mode in combination with lattice instability. CRef. 173
The strain modulations called tweed appear in the transmission electron microscope
as fine striations, typically of 3-6 nm periodicity, CRef.183 lying parallel to the (110)
traces of the parent cubic phases. The {HOKUCO type strains are also described as
transverse displacement waves with < 1 10> wave vector and a <H0> polarization vector
CRef.183.
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The interaction of such waves results in a loss of cubic symmetry which translates
the parent phase towards a tetragonal symmetry as the transformation approaches. This
behavior is concurrent to temperature dependent parent lattice softening, and generates
the distinctive diffuse microstructure identifible as a dense array of incommensurate
shear strains. Incommensurate fluctuations in strain are usually associated with
displacive mechanisms and, in particular, a periodic modulation of shear strains has been
found to be common to most alloy systems that undergo a martensitic transformation.
[Ref.183
a. Mechanisms of Alignment
There are at least 3 mechanisms whicn could give rise to a tweed structure CRef.
16] during the early stages of precipitation that could explain the CI 103 orientation:
(1) Preferential formation of precipitates in an aligned configuration . This seems
incompatible with the observed formation of the tweed under conditions of high
super-saturation, when the nucleation sites would be expected to be most random.
(2) The preferential coarsening of some precipitates which form a tweed at the
expense of others . This seems incompatible with the observation of tweed in cases where
the precipitates are too small for resolution by transmission electron microscope.
(3) The configuration of the precipitates into tweed after formation , i.e. the tweed
occurs through the reconfiguration of small precipitates which initially form in a nearly
random configuration.
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b. A Computer Model
Wen, Khatchaturyan, and Morris in 1981 used this last mechanism to develop a
dramatic computer simulation of tweed based on a progressive reconfiguration of a
distribution of small tetragonal precipitates embedded in a two dimensional cubic matrix
[Ref. 16]. The driving force for this reconfiguration was the associated decrease in
elastic energy. This was computed in a long wavelength approximation using an assumption
that the difference in elastic constants between the precipitates and the matrix phase
was negligible. A specific treatment of the kinetics of the reconfiguration was avoided by
choosing the reconfiguration steps so as to maximize the decrease in elastic energy. If
the continuous transformation of an tetragonal element within the cubic matrix occurred
coherently within the matrix then the precipitate would be internally shape strained in its
elastic equilibrium state and would induce elastic distortions in the surrounding matrix
and in adjacent precipitate particles [Ref. 16]. Other assumptions of the simulation were:
(1) The precipitates are large enough to be assigned their macroscopic elastic
constant (the long wavelength approximation).
(2) Net strains are sufficently small for linear elastic relationships.
(3) The interfacial energy of the precipitate particles was neglected.
(4) The precipitate particles were modeled individually or as an aggregate of
elementary particles which were defined by the cells of a superlattice
laid downed over the undistorted matrix.
(5) Precipitate distribution was considered macroscopically homogeneous in the sense
that any macroscopic subvolume of the matrix was like any other. This allowed the
detailed shape of the external boundary of the matrix to be ignored.
(6) The transformation strain was considered rectangular, with a diagonal 2x2 matrix.
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The simulation system was found to rapidly evolve into a metastable state in
which all allowed elementary steps required an increase in elastic energy. At low
temperatures the evolving simulation became trapped in this metastate. At high
temperature, this same simulation would eventually escape due to thermal fluctuations
CRef. 16]. This escape from the metastate was followed by a further spontaneous
evolution, which passed through a sequence of metastates of decreasing energy and
increasing order of a "tweed like" appearance. The system then rapidly ordered into single
variant lines, (11), which in 3D is equivalent to (110). The model finally provided a
striking visual correlation with che physical appearance of the tweed structure in
materials.
Results from the simulation indicate that a fine tweea formation results from an
attempt to minimize the elastic energy of an assemblage of tetragonal precipitates.
c. A Study of V3 Si
Onozuka, Ohnishi, and Hirabayashi [Ref. 17] in 1986 suggested a model for the
tweed structure in V^Si where 'Embryos' with tetragonal symmetry nucleated locally and
randomly upon cooling and generated directional strain fields in a cubic matrix. They
found that the lattice planes had a "wavy" distortion with the shear mode forming an array
of inclined noncubic regions, which merged into coherent twins with the enhancement of the
fluctuating amplitude of the tetragonal distortion. Or simply, the embryos created a
lattice wave which is the source of tetragonal distortions. In their observations they
noted that as temperature is lowered below Tm, a mottled striation pattern, which
eventually evolved into twin lamellae, were observed to originate from the tweed.
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d. The Modulated Lattice Relaxation Model
Yamada recently advanced a model that describes the premartensitic phase
orientation along the (110) vector in TiNi (which undergoes a BCC to orthohex agonal
martensitic transformation)CRef. 193. The "Modulated lattice relaxation model" was an
attempt to explain the asymmetric satellite pattern generated in diffraction patterns on
an electron microscope. This model suggests that there exists a 'dip' in phonon dispersion
waves. Since incommensurate waves of any kind, with a uniform amplitude through a
crystal, cannot produce asymmetric shifts, he suggested that the modulation wave is
spatially localized by crystal defects. If the elastic properties of the BCC lattice are
normal (i.e. missing the dip) but the lattice has a defect then the lattice will relax
monotonically around the defect. But if the dip is present then the relaxation around the
defect will no longer be monotonic, instead it will cause modulation of the soft mode which
is the mode at the bottom of the dip. This causes the asymmetry.
The premartensite phase was described as a state where 'embryos' (clusters of a
few atoms) are randomly distributed spatially within a matrix which has a dip in the
transverse phonon dispersion. At high temperatures embryo defects are randomly induced
in this matrix by thermal excitation. As temperature decreases the embryo lifespan
extends and a modulated relaxation of the lattice develops about each embryo. As
temperature decreases further, the lattice relaxation amplitudes become larger, and
embryo interaction becomes stronger. Finally at a critical temperature all of the embryos
become oriented into one direction, where upon there is a transition to the macroscopic
martensitic phase. He determined that the size of a dressed embryo should be of the order
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of 100 Angstrom. Modulated lattice relaxation gives rise to long range indirect
interaction between embryos. This tends to orient neighboring embryos into the same
direction along equivalent <110> directions.
The pre-existing embryo theory of martensitic transformation assumed that large
embryos of the order of 1000 angstroms are formed at high temperatures and are triggered
at or below the M
s temperature. However such large embryos have not been directly
observed CRef.201 It is speculated that the growth of the amplitude of premartensitic
fluctuations as well as atom shuffling occurs at a temperature a few degrees above M
s
.
This indicates that the embryos could be much smaller then predicted (thus explaining their
unobservablity) CRef.201
e. Magnetoresistance Effect
Anomalous magnetoresistance is common in premartensitic materials, and
anomalous magnetoresistance peaks could be related to short wavelength displacement
waves and periodic shuffling, as a precursor to the martensite transformation, which
introduces additional Brillouin zone boundaries, thus altering the energy of the conduction
electrons, which give rise to second order galvanomagnetic effects, i.e. magnetoresistance.
These anomalies have been variously interpreted to indicate a premartensitic
instability of the parent phase and to suggest a progessive shear and distortion which
carry the parent phase through a succession of metastable states to the final martensitic
structure [Ref.203.
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f. Static Displacement Wave Model
Oshima, Sugiyama, and Fujita CRe£.21], working with the tetragonal transformation
in Fe-Pd, found the tweed structure to be induced by a static displacement of atoms,
d{011)/C01i], associated with the formation of disc-shaped martensite nuclei on the (110)
planes of the austenite. The tweed microstructure persistently remained in the FCT
martensite in the early stage of the transformation, where the degree of tetragonality was
small and the c-axis directions of the small FCT martensite variants were tilted against
each other CRef.213.
The FCC- FCT thermoelastic martensite transformation in Fe-Pd allovs occurs in
the FCC austenite phase with no ordering reaction and it was not accompanied with any
precipitation. Lattice softening occurred in a temperature range up to 100°K above the Ms
temperature, where a characteristic change in tweed contrast was observed CRef.21]. It
was concluded that the slightly distorted lattice was formed by the localized soft phonon
mode as a precursor to the martensitic transformation CRef.21].
The tweed contrast was observed as separated spherical or stick like strain field
contrasts with a density which is highest in the vicinity of both surfaces than in the
interior of the specimen CRef.21 ]. It was also noted that the tweed contrast did not
appear in the interior of the twins introduced by the FCT transformation. The nature of
the tweed contrast, which is a distinct image only under the dynamic diffraction condition,
is typical of a dispersion of very small regions of elastic strain such as surrounding the
coherent precipitates in the precipitation alloys CRef.21].
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The static displacement giving rise to the contrast is induced by the shear
component on the (101) plane. Thus,
(1) The contrast change is analysed by assuming that the static displacements
are R=d{110)/<110> (where: d = a small fraction of the atomic distance).
(2) Such displacements are parallel to the slip direction in FCC structures.
Oshima et aL.They suggested that the tweed origin is due to the formation of
interlacing regions of small distortions in the FCC austenite phase CRef.213. Since the
contrast continuously changes to that of the internal structure of FCT martensite, such
locally distorted regions in the FCC austenite ohase could arise from tiny FCT nuclei in
the center of each region preceding the transformation to martensite. The oresence of such
martensite nuclei in the austenite ohase was confirmed by the oresence of diffuse streaks
in the diffraction pattern, and their size was estimated to be below 3 nm CRef.21L
These martensite nuclei form on the (110) planes because between the FCC and
FCT structures the interfacial strains between
<110)fcc and <101)^ct is one order of
magnitude smaller then in other cases. FCT growth appears to be preferred on both (101)
and (110), however the actual displacement direction is only on the (1 10) planes, since
(101) is not parallel to the c-axis. This suggests that martensite nuclei are produced on
the (101) planes by a shear to the <112> direction CRef.21D.
g. Effects on the Modulus
Many lattices which transform martensitically, exhibit an anomalously low value of
.5(Cjj - Cj2> near the M
s
temperature, corresponding to the (110)<110> shear. As a
review, the expression .5(Cjj - C^) defines the shear modulus, C; Cj j = Young's modulus
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(stress in direction 1, strain in direction 1), C^ = (stress in direction 1, strain in a
perpendicular direction to the stress). In a crystalographically similar alloy system
(Au-Cd) to Mn-Cu, the value of ,5(Cjj - Cj 2 )» as well as the M g temperature, changed as
the alloy composition changed. The mechanical instability of the beta phase with respect a
(110X110> shear can be viewed as a long wave length lattice displacement wave CRef. 203.
Since the elastic constant, C, represents the resistance against the shear motion
of <li0> direction on the (110) plane, the lattice instability in the (110}/<li0> shear mode
can be assumed to be connected to FCT nuclei formation [Ref.213. Such nuclei would be
distributed to minimi2ed the strain energy of the svstem.
h. Temperature Effects
The enhancement of the tweed contrast immediately before the Ms temperature
indicates that this is the full growth stage of the pre-existing nuclei, which can be
described by cooperative atomic movements affected by the interaction between small
growing martensite platelets with different c-axis variant directions [Ref.21L At the Ms
temperature the transformation takes place by the coelescence and rearrangement of the
nuclei. Also at this temperature, fine fringes lying along the (200) planes appear in areas
where the enhanced striations cross each other CRef.21 ]. This effect arises due to the
difference of the interplanar spacings of 2 overlapping FCT regions possessing mutually
perpendicular c-axes.
E. DAMPING DEGRADATION OR DAMPING INSTABILITY
"Damping degradation", "damping loss due to storage", and "damping instability" are
expressions of the same phenomena. DAMPING STABILITY, or in brevity "stability", is
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defined as: the ability of a material to retain its damping character with respect to time
and storage temperature. "Instability" refers to the loss of this damping ability. A
damping degradation phenomenon in INCRAMUTE, a Cu-Mn alloy, was reported in INCRA
REPORT no. 274 in 1978 CRef.223, which describes the behavior of two variations of
INCRAMUTE. INCRAMUTE I experiences a reversible loss of damping above 65°C, and was
modifed by adding tin to create INCRAMUTE II with a temperature limit of 125°C CRef.22,
P.13.
It was determined that there were two forms of damping loss. Reversible loss of
damping begins at the damping transition temperature (DTT), which is itself dependent on
the aging treatment, see TaDie 1.
TABLS 1. DAMPING TRANSITION TEMPERATURE IN INCRAMUTE
ALLOY 8HR AGED 24HR AGED
INCRAMUTE I 65°C 95°C
INCRAMUTE II - 125°C
Irreversible loss of damping capacity occurs upon storage between room
temperature and the damping transition temperature (DTT), and the
mechanism by which this occurs is believed to operate above DTT as well.
The damping of INCRAMUTE was found to degrade when stored under no
stress at temperatures below DTT, with the highest degradation in the
range 20 - 50°C. Recovery of damping was reported [Ref.223 to be
possible by heat treatment for a short period of time just above DDT
(125°C for 30 min.). This effect is called RECOVERY.
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The magnitude of instability as a function of time for storage
under no stress appears to decrease as the solution treatment
temperature used approaches the minimum recommended temperature for
solid solution treatment (700°C for INCRUMUTE). Also cyclic stressing
was reported to have "a strongly deleterious ef feet" [Ref . 223 on
stability. It was implied that the effect of storage degradation is to
also weaken the resistance of the damping stability to cyclic loading.
No instability was observed when storage was under constant tensile
stress.
The suggested mechanism for these aamping effects was oasea on the
mooility of the microtwin boundaries. The magnituae of the damping
capacity is determined by the density and mobility of these boundaries.
No damping occurs above DTT since the microtwins do not exist at these
temperatures and thus cannot cause a damping effect. DTT is closely
related to the ordering temperature, which is approximately the Ms
temperature, at which these microstructures form* However, storage
above DTT prevents instability of room temperature damping. Instability
is reportedly caused by the continued development of subdomains during
storage which lock existing domain boundaries. The effect of an applied
static tensile stress is to inhibit subdomain development, thus damping
stability is maintained. Under cyclic loading, accumulated substructural
defects, such as dislocations, could hinder twin-domain motion, and thus
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degrade damping stability. The phenomena of recovery is believed to
result from the complete release of the locked domain structure as the
tetragonal lattice distortion associated with the ant i ferromagnetic
ordering is eliminated. Stability after recovery was not reported
[Ref.223, but presumably the whole process of twin domain formation on
cooling, sub-domain development on storage, etc., repeats itself.
INCRUMUTE aged at 400°C for 8 hrs, then stored at room temperature
became unstable after 10 weeks, while INCRUMUTE I aged at 400°C for 24
hrs, then stored at room temperature became unstable after 3 weeks [Ref.
223. This strongly indicates that the rate of instability is sensitive
to prior heac treatment, in this instance increasing as aging time is
increased.
Hardness readings and c/a ratio did not change during the storage
degradation or following retransformation [Ref. 233. This indicated that
the damping capacity in INCRAMUTE is relatively insensitive to the
degree of tetragonal ity [Ref. 23].
Recovery of the domain mobility apparently occurs when subdomains
are eliminated. The recovery treatment has an insignificant aging
effect, and a-Mn is not precipitated at the low recovery temperature.
Recovery allows the domain structure to be redistributed according to
the dislocation arrangement that exists above the Ms temperature.
However if the dislocation density is too high (greater than 10% plastic
deformation) damping is low and cannot be recovered. [Ref .23]
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The experimentation in the present wok was designed so that
initially all specimens were at or near their highest damping capacity.
Optimum damping in INCRAMUTE was found, in the previous research of
Reskuvich, to require a 16 hour aging treatment at 400°C [Ref.241, while
SONOSTON's optimum damping treatment was unknown and had to be
determined. Four specimens of S0N0ST0N were solution treated for 2 hours
at 800°C in evacuated VYCOR quartz tubing, then water quenched to room
temperature. This was followed by an aging treatment in PYREX vacuum
sealed tubing at 400°C at four aging times (2,4,8,16 hours). These
specimens were finally water quenched to room temperature. This
process determined that the best damping treatment for S0N0ST0N at 400°C
was at the four hour aging time. The composition of the two alloys,
INCRAMUTE and S0N0ST0N, is detailed in Table 2.
TABLE 2: ALLOY COMPOSITION
ALLOY Cu Mn Al Fe Ni
INCRAMUTE 58 40 2
SONOSTON 37 54.25 4.25 3 1.5
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All specimens, both INCRAMUTE and SONOSTON, were solution treated
for 2 hours at 800°C in evacuated VYCOR quartz tubing, then water
quenched to room temperature. The respective optimal damping aging
treatments for the two alloys were then done in PYREX vacuum sealed
tubing at 400°C, and the samples were finally water quenched to room
temperature. These very similar heat treatments for the two alloys were
conducted in order to provide a direct comparison ot the compositional
effects. To prevent unwanted aging at room temperature specimens were
stored, when necessary, in a freezer at -22CC.
Two storage temperacure condicions, at room temperature <19°C) ana
at 100°C, were evaluated. Five SONOSTON ana four INCRAMUTE cantilever
specimens were stored at each temperature. Initially the storage period
was intended to be over a period of five weeks; however storage
degradation proved to be more accelerated then expected, so that the
storage period eventually was shortened to 12 days. The remaining
specimens were then recovery treated at 125°C for 30 minutes to observe
the phenomena of recovery. Including the 4 specimens needed to determine
the optimum treatment for SONOSTON a total of 16 cantilever specimens
were evaluated for damping.
Transmission electron microscopy was conducted on a JEOL JEM-100CX
II electron microscope operating at 120kV. Foils of both alloys were
prepared from 3 mm diameter discs having an average thickness of 0.02
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inches. These discs were jet polished using a potential of 40 volts for
35 seconds in a solution of 50% H3PO4 in water. Static polishing to
performation was then accomplished in a magnetically stirred saturated
solution of 50% Cr03 and 50% H3PO4 at 10-20 volts. The jet polishing
tended to produce an undesirable preferential grain etching effect that
had to be carefully avoided.
Lattice parameters were determined for the four conditions using
the Philipps XRG-3100 X-ray dif fractometer with a Copper tube
(wavelength = 1.5405 Angstroms). The X-ray specimens were statically
polished in a magnetically stirred saturated solution of 50% CrC^ and
50% H3PO4 at 30 volts to relieved residual surface stresses induced by
mechanical polishing.
Damping measurements were conducted at room temperature
(approximately 19°C), in air, using the modified resonant dwell
technique of Reference 25. This apparatus compares the signals from two
accelerometers using a Hewl i tt-Packard HP-3582A Spectrum Analyzer to
produce the transfer function frequency response for the vibrating
cantilever. One accelerometer is placed on the clamped end, called the
root, and the other is placed on the vibrating tip of the cantilever.
Two modes were tested on each cantilever, with the exception of the
preliminary S0N0ST0N tests which used 3 gages per cantilever. A strain
gage at mode 1, at the root, measures the maximum strain and corresponds
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to the natural frequency. An excellent discussion of the theory and
calculations is provided in Reference 24 [p. 37]. Resistive type foil
strain gages (type CEA-13-250UN-350) were mounted at the longitudinal
positions corresponding to the suprema of the maxima for the respective
modes examined. The actual strain gage placement for the cantilevers of
both alloys is shown in Figure 2 along with the cantilever dimensions.
Background 60 Hz household source interference was experienced in both
alloys during mode 1 excitation at low level loading. At higher loading
conditions this effect disappeared. Furthermore, data for these affected
low strain levels was provided by mode 2 strain gages, which were
uneffected by this background electrical source.
Frequency data sampled from the root and tip accelerometers, for
each mode, at various loading conditions, were averaged for 128 samples
using the frequency spectrum analyzer. Using the half power method at
resonance the SDC was determined from the frequency response curve for
each mode under various loadings. A Wheatstone bridge amplified the
resistive voltage generated by the attached foil strain gages. The
HP-5451C Fourier Analyzer sampled this amplified strain voltage for five
seconds and calculated, via the analyzer's algorithm, a value in Vrms .
Peak strain was then calculated using the bridge conversion of 2000
qe/V.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SDC DATA
Various typical features of a SDC vs. strain semi-log plot are
depicted in Figure 3. The strain at which SDC begins to exhibit
significant strain dependence can be referred to as the activation
strain. This strain value may be used to arbitrarily separate the
ncnactive low strain range from the high strain range where an active
absorption mechanism is present. The activation strain indicates a
critical strain above vnich a significantly more potent absorption
mecnanism becomes active.
The " nonactive SDC" refers to the average SDC in the nonactive low
strain range, where the slope of the SDC-strain plot is effectively
zero. The nonactive SDC value reflects damping sources which are either
nonabsorptive and strain independent, or possessing an absorptive
mechanism that functions at all strain levels. The peak SDC and peak
strain (at peak SDC, of course) typically occur in the absorptive high
strain range.
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B. OPTIMUM DAMPING CONDITION OF SONOSTON
The optimum heat treatment for Damping Capacity in SONOSTON was
determined to be a 4 hour aging treatment at 400°C, as shown in Figure
4. The optimum treatment for INCRAMUTE had been previously determined by
Reskuvich to be a 15 hour aging treatment 400°C [Ref. 241.
C. DAMPING DEGRADATION OF INCRAMUTE
The damping loss in INCRAMUTE for storage temperatures or room
temperature and 100°C, are depicted in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. The
peak SDC, the peak strain, and the activation strain wers all less then
the values determined Dy Reskuvicn using the same apparatus ana method.
The SDC over the nonactive strain range also appeared to decrease
si ightly.
D. DAMPING DEGRADATION OF SONOSTON
The damping loss in SONOSTON for storage temperatures of room
temperature and 100°C, are depicted in Figures 7 and 8 respectively.
When compared with the INCRAMUTE alloy, SONOSTON showed better damping
stability in the absorptive range, while in the nonactive range a more
dramatic SDC decrease is exhibited by SONOSTON than by INCRAMUTE, with
the nonactive SDC of SONOSTON dropping from 17% to 9% after 12 days
storage at 100°C. For this same storage treatment, the absorptive range
appears to be unchanged, with the exception of the activation strain
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which appears to have increased. Although it appears that the peak SDC
has increased, the effect may be due to graph fitting. The apparent
lack of degradation maybe due to either a more stability resilient aging
treatment (i.e., slower degradation kinetics for the process in SONOSTON
than in INCRAMUTE), or the SONOSTON specimens may have a damping
transition temperature below 100°C. In the latter case, the absorptive
mechanism would not have aegraded since it would, at 100°C, be inactive.
When the response is compared with that of INCRAMUTE, where the 100°C
temperature did lead to high strain degradation, the explanation of a
lower transition temperature in SONOSTON seems reasonable.
B. 2FFSC7 OF A 125°C RECOVERY TREATMENT
The effects of a supposed "recovery" treatment at 125°C on SONOSTON
(after degradation at storage temperatures of room temperature and
100°C, respectively) are shown in Figures 9 and 10. Similarly, Figures
11 and 12 show the damping "recovery" effect of the 125°C treatment on
INCRAMUTE.
After a 125°C treatment for 30 minutes, room temperature stored
SONOSTON appears to suffer a degradation of damping instead of a
recovery, with the nonactive SDC dropping to as low as 4%. Also,
100°C-stored SONOSTON shows a decrease of damping capacity in the
absorptive region after the 125°C treatment.
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INCRAMUTE stored at room temperature and then treated at 125°C treat
shows some recovery of damping, however the recovery is to a level
substantially below the previous optimum level. On the other hand, a
125°C recovery treatment applied to the 100°C-stored INCRAMUTE produces
a recovered level of damping which actually exceeds the original
nonactive SDC by a multiple of two, and the strain-dependence becomes
negative, i.e. SDC decreases from the nonactive to the active region.
Rigorous attention has been given to assure that this curious result is
a correct observation.
A general statement of these results is that INCRAMUTE exhibits a
favorable recovery effect from a 30 minute, 125°C treatment, while
S0N0ST0N fails to exhibit such an effect.
F. STRAIN ANOMALY ON INITIAL CYCLING
In the course of carrying out the routine of damping experimentation
on these alloys, it was noted that there characteristically appeared to
be a pronounced strain amplitude shift with time, as shown in Figure 13.
When an untested cantilever beam was initially driven by the shaker,
strain measurements, taken approximately every 30 sec, initially settled
to a relatively low strain value, but after a short time interval
(approximately 4-5 minutes), a discontinuous increase to a higher value
was noted. Subjectively, even the visually apparent vibration amplitude
of the cantilever beam could be noticed to change. It was thought at
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first that this effect was perhaps due to some sort of experimental
characteristic, such as in the circuitry of the strain gage being used.
But later measurements on the same beam, made with other gages, did not
show a repetition of this discontinuous strain effect. Combined with the
visually apparent change in the vibration amplitude, this indicates that
the strain in the sample is indeed affected with some time dependency.
Since the inputed force of the shaker can be reasonably assumed to be
constant, it must be hypothesized that under initial cyclic stressing
the elastic modulus experiences a discontinuous decrease after a certain
activation time. A more rigorous evaluation of this phenomenon is
indicated.
G. TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY RESULTS
Only a limited amount of electron microscopy was conducted, but the
observations that were made seem to indicate the absence of the expected
microtwinned microstructure in both alloys, and rather the presence of a
tweed type microstructure. In S0N0ST0N a slightly modulated surface
seems to indicate that a tweed may be present, but the distinctive tweed
morphology reported by Reskuvich for INCRAMUTE (in the optimum heat
treated condition) was not found. An interesting indication of the
response of these structures to local stresses was provided by the
observation of a dramatic jumping effect for bend contours under
conditions of local electron beam heating, as evidenced by a spastic
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shifting of the contour lines. The microstructural change, if any, that
accompanies this behavior could not be noticed, but would seem to




The following conclusions are presented for this thesis:
(1) The problem of developing an optimum thermal treatment for the
development and retention of useful high damping in an
operational component of a Cu-Mn based alloy has not been
completely solved. This problem is exacerbaced by the
conflicting aging times and aging temperatures required by each
of the following damping attributes:
(a) maximum damping,
(b) best damping stability,
(c) the desired transition temperature.
(2) The .^n-Cu based alloys INCRAMUTE and SCNGSTON exhibit fairly
rapid degradation of strain-active damping vhen stored at room
temperature or 100°C.
(3) Degradation of damping due to low temperature storage, and
recovery of damping due to subsequent heat treatment are
different in INCRAMUTE and S0N0ST0N. This may be due to
compositional, kinetic, microstructural or transition
temperature differences.
(4) There appears to be a strain and modulus discontinuity soon
after initiation of cyclic stressing, possibly corresponding to
a time dependent process of activation of the strain-sensitive
features in the microstructure.
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